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Abstract: Cloud computing is one of the most holistically used technology nowadays. To do the forensics in the cloud, it is essential 

to accumulate as well as safeguard the justifiable facts of different events to find out the culprit. However, logging the events that 

take place in the cloud and securing them while preserving the privacy of cloud consumers is a big challenge. Currently, cloud 

consumers are relying on cloud service providers to get the logs of events that take place on their data despite multi-stakeholder 

collusion. Thus, there is a strong requirement of publicly verifiable secure logging which will play a vital role in criminal 

investigations without depending on a third party. In this paper, we developed a Blockchain-driven Secure Logging-as-a-Service 

(BlockSLaaS) scheme that supports, privacy-preserving secure logging and eclectic verification. To make a serene forensic 

investigation, the proposed scheme guarantees the trustworthiness and reclamation of logs in case of tampering. The scheme 

proposes integrating the Interplanetary File System (IPFS), a decentralized off-chain data storage platform with blockchain for 

efficient logging and its visualization. The extensive experiments on the number of transactions, storage requirement, uploading, 

reading, and downloading of log files for varying node count and file size are performed. The proposed method is compared with 

nine existing methods based on 9 security and performance features. The response, proof insertion, and proof-verification times of 

the proposed BlockSLaaS are 38.3, 29.7, and 26.3 milliseconds respectively which outperform the existing methods. 

Keywords: Blockchain, Cloud Computing, Cloud Forensics, Secure and Efficent Logging, Forensic Investigation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Today, cloud computing services are widely used in 

various industries due to a tremendous efficiency of cost 

over conventional storage services [1] [2]. Currently, the 

market of cloud-based data storage is on the upsurge due 

to the successful espousal of cloud facilities in almost all 

companies. In India, cloud computing market will be 

valued at seven billion dollars by 2022 and expected to 

cross 1 trillion dollars by 2025 globally as per the 

NASSCOM report [3] [4]. However, the shift from onsite 

storage techniques to cloud storage services is a big 

challenge due to the rise in the issues of data security [5-

11]. Certain malevolent cloud consumers can utilize the 

cloud storage to stock illegitimate information including 

but not limited to stolen Intellectual Property Rights 

(IPR) documents, pornographic content, and contraband 

documents or can target other cloud consumers by 

hosting the malware injection attacks, denial of service 

attacks, wrapping attacks, structured query language 

injection attacks, abuse and hijacking of services on cloud 

computing environment [12]. Once the attackers 

accomplish the unethical goal, they can smoothly wipe 

out the hints, traces, and remain unidentified [13] [14]. 

Therefore, there is a strong requirement of procedures 

and scientific methods to ensure trustworthiness and 

confidentiality of data in cloud computing environment 

for effective forensic investigations [2] [15]. 

Consequently, a new branch of forensics came into 

existence i. e. Cloud Forensics. Federal Bureau of 

Investigation (FBI) report of 2017 on internet crime 

statistics depicted that, over 3 lakh online misconduct 

complaints have been registered which amounted to 

around fifteen thousand-million-dollar loss in the year of 

2017 itself [12]. The count of digital forensic belongings 

is on the upsurge [16]. The existing forensic methods and 

techniques cannot be applied to the cloud directly due to 

the nature of the cloud. Also, they require to be 

modernized to be competent and suitable for the cloud 

environment [6] [15]. In cloud computing, virtual 
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machines (VMs) may be located out of the jurisdiction 

and they may consist of volatile data which could be lost 

once the VM turns off. Thus, forensic investigations of 

virtual machines’ volatile data pose a grave challenge 

from the technical, organizational, and legal perspective 

[17].  

The behavior of cloud consumers which is captured into 

the activity logs has the ability to report as to what events 

happened in the cloud [13]. Hence, logs are a crucial 

element to gain insight into any malicious activity. As of 

today, once the malevolent action got reported law 

enforcement agency has to depend on the activity logs 

that are given through the Cloud Service Provider (CSP) 

[18]. The most experienced crime perpetrators majorly 

focus and destroy the logging facilities and service 

stations to do away with the hints and traces of their nasty 

actions [7]. Therefore, integrity and confidentiality of 

responsible log marks is a leading worry to conduct 

forensic investigations in the cloud environment. Some 

invader may utilize the cloud environment to do the 

denial of service attack on the collocated apps 

successively on cloud system & can also lay off their 

virtual machines or attempt to fabricate the logs to remain 

untraceable. Figure 1. shows some advantages of using 

blockchain in secure logging.  

Researchers have proposed various techniques to increase 

reciprocal trust among stakeholders of cloud systems i.e. 

Cloud Service Provider (CSP), Cloud Service Consumer 

(CSC), and Cloud Forensic Investigator (CFI). Few are in 

the field of secure logging [12] [19] but, using 

probabilistic data structures. Cloud data auditing schemes 

was presented like dynamic [18] [20] [21], shared [18] 

[22] [23] and privacy protected [24] [25] in existing

work. Unlike the above-mentioned techniques and

schemes whose focus was to protect cloud users' data, we

aim to develop a privacy-preserving secure logging

scheme for cloud users’ activity logs. Extending SecLaaS

[12] and CLASS [19], we develop blockchain-driven

secure logging-as-a-service scheme (BlockSLaaS), a two-

step privacy preservation scheme which certifies (a) CSP

is putting correct information into the log file for

associated cloud consumer event and (b) eclectic

verification of logs without having actual logs. This paper

is an extended version of our previous work [26] [27].

Figure 1.  Advantages of blockchain in Secure Logging 

According to the authors’ knowledge, there is no work 

carried out on privacy-preserving secure logging for 

cloud forensics. The privacy of cloud consumers’ is a 

very important aspect while considering the cost of a 

logging system. Thus, we propose an integration of 

blockchain and IPFS for efficient and cost-effective 

logging while maintaining the privacy, integrity, and 

confidentiality of cloud consumers’ data. Our proposed 

scheme is publicly verifiable which means any authorized 

peer can verify the eclectic logs, unlike existing methods. 

Further, BlockSLaaS provides original logs via IPFS in 

case of tampering. This research work gives better access 

control to the cloud consumers on their data. Previous 

works have not comprehensively considered the multi-

stakeholder collusion problem in the context of cloud 

forensics. There is no published analysis of the factors 

affecting the performance of secure logging. The 

extensive experiments on the number of transactions, 

storage requirement, uploading, reading, and 

downloading of log files for varying node count and file 

size are performed. Log visualization mechanism has 

been developed on top of IPFS for a better understanding 

of the process of cloud forensics. The following 

hypothesis describes the precise concern and 

apprehensive research problem which we planned to 

solve. 

Hypothesis: Imagine Sagar is the proprietor of an 

international firm that provides cloud services. He has set 

up a cloud in different continents to manage the data for 

finance and insurance applications. He has demanded 

from the technical team a backup of every second for all 

the applications for financial and insurance data. A 

technical team of the firm configured the system to take 

the backup which guarantees that there is adequate space 

available to save the dealings. 
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Figure 2. Collusion of Multiple Parties in Cloud 

After few days, due to hardware failure, the firm’s main 

storage got affected. A technical team discovers that the 

physical backup arrangement not working properly for 

the last few days and had sent many alerts to the technical 

team that no one observed. The technical team has the 

responsibility for this work. Thus, the technical team may 

be motivated to fabricate the firm’s logs to be away from 

the issue.  

The firm’s consumers' operations, transactions data, 

personal data, and all relevant finance and insurance 

statistics are entirely managed by Sagar. Manasi is one of 

the consumers of cloud services offered by Sagar doesn’t 

have direct access to the logs of their activity which is 

unfair. She has to be dependent on Sagar who is the 

service provider. As it is financial data, Manasi initially 

asked the cloud provider to update the security services 

on the cloud. Amol who is the competitor of Manasi did a 

DDOS attack on her application for his personal gains. 

Imagine that due to non-updated security services Manasi 

receives complaints related to their transactions for which 

Amol is responsible. Sagar knows that he has not updated 

the security patches. Hence, Sagar can collude with the 

technical team or Amol or forensic investigator to cover 

up the tracks and be motivated to change the logs before 

sending them to Manasi. As shown in Figure 2. At first, 

the lone CSP acquainted with the initial covert, as he is 

supervising all the cloud activities. However, the 

hypothesis talks about the untrusted system and CSP can 

be motivated to conspire through the malevolent invader 

or forensic investigator en route for tamper with data. To 

solve this type of problem we did some contributions 

which are listed in the next section. 

Our Contributions: Following are the main 

contributions of our paper: 

a) We developed an access control mechanism for

different parties of the cloud while preserving

data integrity and confidentiality.

b) We developed a forensic-enabled secure logging

scheme in cloud despite multiple-party

collusion.

c) We implemented a proof publication method for

publishing cloud users' data for forensic

investigations in a distributed environment

where every authorized peer can check the signs

of tampering and verify the eclectic logs in terms

of better accuracy and performance.

d) We designed an efficient and cost effective

decentralized off-chain log storage mechanism

by engaging IPFS to reduce the data packing

load of blockchain.

Organization: We have presented the background and 

the challenges of cloud log forensics in Section 2. Section 

3 presents the literature review. The threat model & 

security properties are deliberated in Section 4. Our 

proposed technique is presented in Section 5. System 

setup, security analysis, evaluation results are discussed 

in Sections 6 and 7 respectively. The conclusion and 

future scope are provided in Section 8. 

2. BACKGROUND 

In this segment, we introduce a succinct background and 

overview of the forensic field, components, and 

characteristics of the blockchain. In section 3(A), (B), (C), 

we acquaint the branches of forensics i.e. digital forensics, 

cloud forensics, and cloud log forensics. In section 3(D), 

(E) we provide the overview of block chain, IPFS, and

their usage to devise a solution to the cloud collusion

problem.

A. Digital Forensics (DF)

As per the National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) document, DF is a systematic procedure of 
discovering & interpreting computing information using 
detection, assembling, investigation, and analysis. The 
penultimate objective is to maintain the data in some 
specific way that will be beneficial for the reintegration of 
old actions chronologically [5]. The information which is 
existent on machines in the form of images, audios, etc. 
can act as pieces of potential evidence. This information 
can help us to investigate the crimes, by providing 
supportive shreds of evidence. To procure, stock, and 
examine digital information, robust methods are required 
in the cloud [1]. 

B. Cloud Forensics (CF)

The CF is a subdivision of DF. It is firstly presented by 
author Keyun [28] as an inter-discipline of two popular 
fields i.e. cloud computing and digital forensics. It deals 
with and applicable to digital forensics, but the working 
atmosphere is different. However, this can lead to several 
defiances for pursuing forensics inside the cloud  
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Figure 3. Structure of Blockchain 

computing environment [16] [29]. The final aim remains 
unchanged, reintegration and ensuring the safety of 
ancient chronological actions [12] [30]. 

C. Cloud Log Forensics (CLF)

The third branch of forensics is quite challenging to

implement since of the distributed nature and less control 

of consumers over the cloud. This can lead to a 

conundrum while accessing cloud logs and maintaining 

the integrity of consumers' behavior logs. In anticipation 

of getting multiple logs generated within the system [1], 

all stakeholders of the system are dependent on the CSP 

to get the logs and as previously pointed out in our 

proposition, there is no assurance that the cloud provider 

will make available justifiable and correct logs. Espousal 

of cloud computing is rising day by day consequences the 

assaults on the cloud have also been on the rise and there 

is a dire urgency of implementing log forensics in the 

cloud [31]. 

D. Blockchain

In the blockchain, there are three components as shown in 

Figure 3. The genesis block is the first component of any 

blockchain. This block states the start of the blockchain. 

The second component of blockchain is the data block 

which consists of transaction data, a hash of transaction 

data, a hash of the previous block, nonce, and timestamp. 

A hash is a unique value generated from hashing 

algorithm, e.g. SHA-256. A nonce is a random number 

that is used to verify the hash. The timestamp is a time of 

block creation in UTC. The genesis block is also a data 

block as it stores the above-mentioned information. 

Miners are some specific nodes that plays important role 

in the block verification process. The third core 

component of blockchain is chain i.e. sequence of blocks 

in a specific order. With the hash and chain of blocks, 

data is promised immutable. The linking of the data 

blocks with the previous hash creates a blockchain that 

assures data integrity [32]. Algorithm-1 from the 

appendix shows the creation of a single block in the 

blockchain. 

E. IPFS

The Interplanetary File System (IPFS) is a decentralized 
network that is developed to style the internet faster 
without harm. In the IPFS system, if one machine goes 
down, other machines in the network can provide the 
required data. If we add any document on the IPFS 
network, it creates a hash value of the document. Other 
machines in the network can access this document through 
hash value which is published on the network. IPFS is a 
versioned file system like Git, it can stock records and 
track changes by checking versions of those records for 
any prescribed chronological period. IPFS is essentially a 
scattered organization that stocks and shares the 
documents based on content addressing [33]. 

3. RELATED WORK

The overall goal of this extensive literature survey was 
to understand the current related work going on cloud 
forensics field. This section clearly describes the previous 
work and its limitations and the need for new techniques 
and methods for cloud forensics. We tried to address 
secure logging and related problems of the cloud 
computing domain. Both centralized and decentralized 
types of systems have been studied. This work was 
inspired by [12] [19] as they tried to solve the same 
problem using different methods and techniques. Several 
research efforts have been undertaken to various extents 
for doing forensics in the cloud by a multitude of people 
[31]. The early work [34] encapsulates questions to 
answers on application logging ranging from enabling 
logging on to possible sources, setting up safe log 
transference, and fine-tuning logging formations. With the 
help of these pieces of advice, logging responsibilities can 
be completed successfully. A trustworthy and protected 
transference layer is essential in logging cloud 
applications. To obtain pieces of prospective evidence, a 
virtual contract of reliance amongst diverse cloud 
computing layers is a requisite. However, only guidelines 
have been given in the present research for how what, and 
when to do logging. Forensic tools and methods for doing 
forensics in cloud computing have been studied and 
evaluated successfully [17]. To gather different 
application peripheral interfaces (API) and firewall logs 
the FROST, a forensic enabled gizmo has been established 
by researchers [14] [17]. But, a strong trust is needed in 
different layers of the tool.  Correspondingly, to deliver 
several activity logs to cloud consumers securely, novel 
APIs have been proposed which consider data in different 
phases like rest, motion, and execution [6]. In [35] 
Distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack detection 
mechanism has been implemented using Syslog on the 
eucalyptus cloud computing platform. The task of inner 
and outer activities observation by means of transmission 
capacity and CPU utilization is feasible in eucalyptus 
cloud computing software [35]. To procure the various 
logs from network segments, virtual file systems (VFS), 
and system call interfaces the supervision level over the 
Infrastructure as a Service is needed [36]. However, this 
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aforementioned layer may be a residence of weakness for 
enemies [12] [30]. A lot of forensic experts have put 
forward the idea to use Trusted Platform Module (TPM) 
to execute procedures and methods of digital forensics 
assuming the cloud service provider is a reliable 
participant in the cloud computing environment [29]. Few 
researchers were worked on the investigation of logs for 
several attack recognition [35]. Delegation of log 
controlling and its supervision instead of building activity 
log supervision for cloud environment is a price-saving 
job. Mysterious networks like TOR can be utilized for 
mockups [37] [38]. To maintain the order of VMs 
dealings, happened-before relationships are positioned in 
[41]. However, this relationship is not suitable in each 
criminal study. Zawoad and Ahsan have established 
Secure Logging as a Service (SecLaaS) [12] and CLASS 
[19], integrity safeguarding and verification way with the 
help of probabilistic data structures in cloud computing 
which is raising false positives and they are not publicly 
verifiable. 

Cucurull et. al [42] proposed a secure logging method 
by using Bitcoin to record the history of events on local 
log chains. Sutton et. al [43] engage graphs to store the 
information of logs and offload the integrity proof digests 
on the Bitcoin network for audit trail. Since these methods 
depend on the Bitcoin blockchain, they cannot scale much 
by their block size and throughput. Other researchers 
explored the usage of permissioned blockchain framework 
i.e. Hyperledger Fabric. Ahmad et al. [44] worked on the
database tracking by uploading the changed evidence
information on Hyperledger Fabric. Shekhtman et. al [45]
store the log files information straight away on the
Hyperledger blockchain. Permissioned blockchain has
been used for secure logging; however, the implemented
methods are not scalable because the scalability
parameters like throughput and storage are not undertaken.
On the other hand, scalability is the utmost parameter to
handle the huge number of log data in real-world secure
logging management. SDN and blockchain has been used
for secure logging with graphs in [46].

Cloud is a mixture of multifarious virtual systems and 
their linkages. Thus, it is exposed to cyber-attacks [28] 
[39] [40]. Currently, establishments can manage to pay for
the additionally incurred care of safety and secure logging
facilities. Though, a great amount of study is being
accompanied in this region, for safeguarding reliable
indications and marks in the cloud; but without
considering collusion of multiple parties. Building a
mechanism to make verifiable pieces of evidence
presented to everyone in the system is what requires more
research [12]. Trustworthiness and privacy maintenance
specifically with logging in a virtual setting like a cloud is
still an imperative topic to work upon [16]. Few schemes
like SecLaaS and CLASS are based on centralized
systems which can be down due to a single point of
failure. As much existing work is based on internet
protocols like HTTP may get affected due to DDOS

attacks which lead to data unavailability. Privacy of the 
cloud consumers’ data is also a major issue. Till now, 
cloud consumers have to depend on cloud providers to get 
the logs of their activities. Many of the approaches are 
assuming logger as a trusted entity. 

Above mentioned research works precisely motivated 
us to work on the coherent readiness of logs; by looking at 
compelling problems of secure logging in spite of the 
collusion of multiple parties in a cloud that means no 
stakeholder of the cloud system is trusted and collusion 
may happen. Thus, there is a strong need for a scalable, 
efficient, and provable logging model in the distributed 
environment. The kind of system needs the proper 
procedures and forensic practices to be applied. A 
summary of the most recent and relevant approaches is 
given on the next page TABLE I. We considered the paper 
name, publication year, paper objective, service, 
advantages, and limitations for comparison. 

4. THREAT MODEL & SECURITY PROPERTIES

In this section, we define the important notations used in 

the proposed secure logging model. After that, we narrate 

the threat model and security properties required in our 

projected system. 

A. Threat Model

1. Confidentiality Violation: The confidentiality violation
occurs when the cloud consumers’ logs information
retrieved by the invaders without consumers’ consent.
Though some confidentiality violations are unintentional,
cloud consumers can suffer from financial losses.

2. Integrity Violation: The integrity violation of cloud
consumers’ logs is misconduct on their data to damage it.
Such misconduct can be achieved by a single or group of
entities by colluding with each other.

3. Availability Violation: The availability violation takes
place by using unauthorized access to data which makes
the cloud consumers’ logs unavailable to the actual
stakeholder of cloud systems.

4. Privacy Violation: The privacy violation of cloud
consumer' logs occur when exuded log files can lead to
creating a link or direct identification of cloud consumers’
identity and data.

5. Repudiation by CSP: The cloud service provider can
deny the logs and the proofs of consumers’ actions in
cloud computing.

Int. J. Com. Dig. Sys. 11, No.1, 1439-1455 (Jun-2022)
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TABLE I. A SUMMARY OF THE MOST RECENT AND RELEVANT APPROACHES FOR SECURE LOGGING 

Ref. Year Paper Objective Services Advantages Limitations 

[12] 2016 
Secure Logging as a 
Service  

Centralized 

Preservation of 
Integrity and 
Confidentiality, 
Method for publishing 
and verifying the logs. 

The system may get down due to 

a single point of failure, Suffers 

from false positives, privacy 

issues of the cloud users’ logs, 

and the possibility of collusions 

may lead to data leak. A trusted 

third party is required for forensic 

analysis.    

[42] 2016 

A Bitcoin-based secure 
logging technique to 
record the history of 
events on local log 
chains. 

Decentralized 
Provides a method for 
data auditability. 

Since this method depends on the 
Bitcoin blockchain, it cannot scale 
much by its block size and 
throughput. Optimized 
implementation is required, 
Required huge amount of gas and 
transaction fee. 

[47] 2017 

Graphs to store the 
information of logs 
and offload the 
integrity proof digests 
on Bitcoin network for 
audit trail.  

Decentralized 
Maintenance of 
Integrity proof using 
graph approach.  

Logging data transactions will be 
very huge which can place a 
storage burden on the blockchain. 
Off-chain storage methods are not 
used, Since this method depends 
on the Bitcoin blockchain, it 
cannot scale much by its block 
size and throughput. Optimized 
implementation is required.  
Required a huge amount of gas 
and transaction fee. 

[43] 2017 
Database operations 
tracking using graphs 
and Bitcoin network 

Decentralized 

Discussed the 
Database operations 
tracking and its 
security. 

They have shown the viability of 

logging audit method using 

permissioned blockchain; 

however, the implemented 

methods are not scalable because 

the scalability parameters like 

throughput and storage are not 

undertaken, Required huge 

amount of gas and transaction fee. 

[19] 2018 

To develop cloud log 
assurance soundness 
and secrecy  

Centralized 

Preservation of log 
integrity, 
confidentiality, and 
privacy of consumers’ 
data through 
encryption.  

The storage is completely 

centralized and thus may suffer 

from a single point of failure 

which leads to data unavailability; 

Use of probabilistic data 

structures which may give wrong 

results. The log inspection process 

was very tedious. 

[46] 2018 
Secure storage of the 
log files on the 
Hyperledger Fabric.  

Decentralized 
Metadata is stored on 
the on-chain storage of 
blockchain. 

Permissioned blockchain has been 
used for secure logging; however, 
the implemented methods are not 
scalable because the scalability 
parameters like throughput and 
storage are not undertaken. 
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[45] 2018 
Data Integrity 
Validation 

Decentralized 
Validation of data 
integrity using 
blockchain is valuable. 

Only data validation method is 
presented. The method works on 
few assumptions. Data Storage on 
a blockchain is very expensive. 
IPFS data storage is suggested in 
the future scope of the paper. 

[48] 2019 

Challenges and 
Opportunities in 
Distributed Cloud 
Storage Forensics 

Decentralized 
Explain Cloud Storage 
Forensics using 
STORJ case study. 

The guidelines have been given 
for cloud storage forensics but 
implementation details are 
missing.   

[49] 2020 
Implementation for 
secure Logging 
Service  

Decentralized 

Isolation of logging 
service, reconstruction 
of event timeline, 
Resiliency to log 
manipulation, privacy, 
and data 
confidentiality. 

Vulnerable to DDOS attacks. Only 
the on-chain storage layer is 
discussed; Data packing load is 
very high on a blockchain which 
is uneconomical solution. 

[50] 2020 
concrete transparency 
and compliance 
architecture 

Centralized 

List of data processing 
events and their 
sharing and 
compliance. Special 
Architecture for 
compliance checking. 

A policy vocabulary and language 
has been given for logging. 
Integration of it is not described 
anywhere. Does not directly deal 
with the integrity and privacy of 
the data. Dashboard creates a new 
place for attackers.  

[51] 2020 
Network Log 
Management 

Decentralized 

This technique 
provides transparency, 
and preserves 
confidentiality & data 
accountability. 

Not presented off-chain storage of 

records and also provided only 

on-chain storage for pre forensic 

data files. Solution is not cost 

effective. 

[52] 2020 

Method for collection 
of evidence and 
Preservation of 
Provenance in Cloud  

Decentralized 

Authentication, 
Encryption and 
optimal key generation 
algorithms have been 
implemented.   

Not presented off-chain storage 

for evidences thus it is 

uneconomical solution, Logical 

graph of evidence visualizations 

is not up to the mark.  

6. Repudiation by CSC: A cloud consumer may assert
that the said consumers’ log information is not his own
and can pin the ownership on some other user considering
the fusion of cloud data.

B. Security Properties

1. Admissibility (A): Prospective pieces of proof have to

be safeguarded, for viable enough to be admissible in the

law court for criminal examinations.

2. Correctness (C1): A Correctness possession upholds

the eminence of restricted to faults, errors & conformism

towards the acceptance of the proof for criminal

inquiries.

3. Tamper Resistance (TR): TR is the property of security
which quantifies the confrontation to interfering of cloud
consumers’ log files or whichever reliable proofs on cloud
computing.

4. Confidentiality (C2): This property is a state of being

kept secret of the cloud consumers’ logs to authorized

entities only, while others cannot ensure secured access.

5. Verifiability (V): Every single secured proof of

activity must be verifiable while considering virtuous

precision and performance.

TABLE II. NOTATIONS 

Notation Meaning Notation Meaning 

CSP Cloud Service Provider H(M) 
Hash 

Function 

CSC 
Cloud Service 

Consumer 
E Events 

CFI 
Cloud Forensics 

Investigator 
O Objects 

PKCSP Public Key of CSP L 
Activity 
LogInfo 

SKCSP Private Key of CSP R 
Event 

Request 

PKCSC Public Key of CSC 
D = {accept, 

reject} 
Decision 

SKCSC Private Key of CSC M = RI Request 
Queue 

PKCFI Public Key of CFI N = DI 
Decision 

Queue 

SKCFI Private Key of CFI 

Int. J. Com. Dig. Sys. 11, No.1, 1439-1455 (Jun-2022)
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Figure 4. Proposed Blockchain Driven Secure and Efficient Cloud Logging 

5. PROPOESED TECHNIQUE

Cloud service consumers (CSCs) make use of the 
cloud daily, for the consumer as well as business 
activities. For every single action happening in the cloud 
computing environment, we capture produced action 
occurrence into the log file. Afterward, we collect these 
logs, encrypt them and accumulate them on the IPFS 
network to reduce the storing load of the blockchain. 
Finally, the highest hash will get stored on to the 
blockchain network which is essentially publicly 
verifiable as shown in Figure 4. The flow of the scheme is 
shown in Figure 5. We assume that, CSP is honest for 
collecting the logs, publishing the proof of past logs, but 
during an investigation they can collude with other parties 
as discussed in hypothesis. We also assume that, in the 
Service Level Agreements (SLA), CSP is agreed that he 
will be responsible for logging all the events.   

A. System Model

Definitions, Notations, and Assumptions: We take for
granted the nature of the entire cloud stakeholders is 
untrusted. PKCSP, SKCSP, PKCSC, SKCSC, PKCFI, and SKCFI 
are public and private keys of CSP, CSC, and CFI 
respectively. H (D): This generates the hash for a given 
data.  EncyptPK (D): This is the encipherment of data D 
using the public key PK. SignSK (D): This signifies the 
signature over data D using the private key SK.  D1 || D2: 
shows the consistency between two data/ 
messages/proofs. 

B. Proof Creation

Cloud service consumers CSC = {CSC1, CSC2, CSC3 … 
CSCn} send an event E = {e1, e2, e3 … en} for requesting 
R (which will be initially resides in the queue, M -> RI) to 
data objects O = {o1, o2, o3 … on} in cloud to perform 
various actions for which system captures the activity logs 
L = {l1, l2, l3 … ln}. 

a) Log File Creation

The scheme catches every incident that happened in this 

environment into the log file LF, Ei  -> Li in which i is 

starting from 1 for the very first action. The scheme will 

be incrementally captured the events and creates a log file 

over the time T. Index i is assigned to each event E. Thus 

the scheme is maintaining the sequence of events 

L.Seq{Li, Li+1, Li+2, … Li+n} -> PS; in which PS is the

proof of sequence where i ≤ i+1.

b) Partial Proof Generation

In the second step of proof creation, the scheme is storing 

m number of events in one file. This will create a partial 

proof of events in the system. Partial Proof Generation is 

represented as LF.insert {E1, E2, E3 … Em} -> PP1; 

where PP1 is the partial proof of events E1 to Em and so 

on for remaining events. 

c) Partial Proof Encryption

In the third step, considering data privacy concerns of 

cloud customers, the scheme encrypts the partial proofs 

using CSCs’ public key, EncryptCSC(PP1) -> EP1 where 

EP is the Encrypted Proof which is signed and as per its 

sequence number i. Thus only CSC will be able to 

decrypt the logs which will preserve their privacy. The 

creation of EP1 and other partial proofs accumulatively 

will give Pn. it will get added into the IPFS network. 

Therefore, EP1 || EP2, EP2 || EP3 and the rest similar for 

all the proofs. 

d) Add Encrypted Proofs on IPFS Network

In the end, all the proofs from P1…Pi, Pi+1, Pi+2…Pn which 
are reliable and scrambled are pushed on an interplanetary 
file system network. For insertion of a piece of proof, 
interplanetary file system returns a hash which CSCs’ 
may use for auxiliary checking in future. Command to add 
proof on IPFS is $ ipfs add P.log. At the end of the day, 
for one IP, the scheme uploads the final hash or root hash 
of all the proofs onto the blockchain. Algorithm-2 shows 
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that how the system starts the IPFS daemons and when it 
is ready system uploads the log files into the IPFS. IPFS 
return the content hash of the file. With the help of geth 
console; after completion of mining process content hash 
get offloaded on blockchain which results the transaction 
hash.  

C. Eclectic Proof Verification

The second half of our scheme offers an eclectic 

verification of the integrity of the potential items as well 

as trustworthy proofs. In our work, every block consists 

of four things. 1. TS is the block creation timestamps; 2. 

PH stand for the previous hash is a hash address that 

locates the preceding block. 3. L_Root is the topmost 

hash that comes from the hash of all the transactions of 

the logs in a block. 4. Nonce is the number to the block 

which is an arbitrary number and only uses once. It also 

maintains the difficulty level restrictions. 

In our proposed work, the scheme is built to provide two-

step integrity verification. It comprises engagement of 

Interplanetary File System and blockchain. IPFS has the 

feature of versioning the data. The first phase of the 

scheme stocks the encrypted log files into the IPFS as 

shown in Algorithm-2. If some adversary tries to tamper 

it generates the different modified copy by keeping the 

actual log file unaltered. Therefore, the scheme can 

definitely trail the hashes of altered and unaltered files. In 

the same situation, the logs are encrypted with CSCs 

public key so only authorized CSC can decrypt that log 

with forensic investigators at the time of the 

investigation. Thus, the privacy of the cloud consumers 

gets preserved. As shown in Figure 6, in the subsequent 

period the scheme is pushing the topmost combined log 

hash L_Root to the blockchain. Even minuscule 

alterations in the log data will consequence the 

completely dissimilar hash. Therefore, eventually 

succeeding hash data of the hierarchy become altered. In 

this phase, the cloud forensic investigator is authorized to 

do the verification in the cloud. When CSC wants to 

verify the integrity of their activity logs, they send a 

request to CFI. After receiving the request CFI asks CSP 

to give the logs of the period in which malicious activity 

happened. 

When any malicious activity happens cloud forensic 

investigator randomly take few logs L = {l1,…, lk}for k 

logs, where 1 ≤  li  ≤ n. First, Cloud Forensic Investigator 

takes MHT root from IPFS and blockchain. CSP 

generates the new hash for asked logs. Here, the eclectic 

verification process starts which is the novelty of our 

scheme. After getting the root value from CSP, CFI 

matches that root value with blockchain root. If that 

matches all logs stored in the cloud system are not 

tampered otherwise logs get tampered with. And 

therefore forensic investigators can release decision D in 

terms of either positive or negative. Decision D will 

depict the reliability of proofs. We signify the queue of 

results by N -> DI. Hence, CFI can smoothly confirm the 

truthfulness of log files & other pieces of evidence. We 

demonstrate the safety of the proposed scheme with 

below-mentioned security properties. Algorithm-3 

describes that how we system is retrieving L-Root log-

hash from blockchain and Algorithm-4 shows the log 

validation function so as to get accurate transactions. 

Figure 5. Flowchart for working of a BlockSLaaS 
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Figure 6. Secure Logging and Eclectic Proof Verification 
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6. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this paper, as shown in Figure 1. Multi-stakeholder 

collusion model, there are basically three entities are 

involved: Cloud Service Provider, Cloud Service 

Consumer, and Cloud Forensics Investigator. All above 

mentioned entities can do malicious activities 

individually or can collude with each other for their 

personal benefits as mentioned in hypothesis. As a host 

cloud service providers have complete control over the 

logs stored in interplanetary File System. Thus, CSP can 

be able to add / modify / delete the activity logs. After 

obtaining logs from CSP, Cloud Forensic Investigator 

may be motivated to modify the log data beforehand 

providing in front of court. Thus, we presented the 

interference stopping scheme using block chain and IPFS. 

Violation of the any property by CSC, CFI and CSP, as 

mentioned in threat model, can be reveal in the 

verification process.  

In this segment, we converse on how our novel scheme 

guarantees all the security properties and essential to 

defend against collusion between CSP, CSC & CFI. In 

Figure 11, we have shown the multiple-party collusion 

model, the variety of probable assaults which can take 

place over cloud & the necessity of security property. In 

this, we symbolize a truthful cloud service provider as P, 

a fraudulent cloud service provider as �̅�, a truthful cloud 

consumer as C, a fraudulent cloud user as 𝐶̅, a truthful

forensic investigator as I, and a fraudulent forensic 

investigator as 𝐼.̅ 

(Correctness, Tamper Resistance, Confidentiality): 

Security is always an important concern in a cloud-based 

system where sensitive data should maintain in an 

appropriate way to tackle different attacks and guarantee 

cloud service consumers' data integrity and 

confidentiality. Assume that a malicious insider or 

external entity can get into the IPFS data storage, such a 

malicious insider or entity struggles for getting the 

sensitive information using BlockSLaaS. Because, in our 

proposed scheme, all log file records L = {l1, l2, l3 … ln} 

are hashed using a one-way hash function i.e. H (l1, l2, l3 

… ln) where li ∈ L. One way hash functions are 

irreversible and thus, difficult to find the content of log 

file. Also, the log files are enciphered with the public key 

of CSC, PKCSC for uploading to the IPFS. To get these 

trustworthy logs data, any attackers should know the 

secret key PKCSC of a particular CSC for decryption 

operation. Thus, through BlockSLaaS, it’s very hard for 

the malicious insider or outside invader to guess/find the 

private key PKCSC to decrypt and obtain the sensitive logs 

data. Only authorized users with the keys can access the 

log files. It ensures confidentiality property.  

In the Interplanetary File System, activity log files LF are 

get chunked and saved on various storage machines. Now, 

the log files are already encrypted using the RSA 

algorithm and stored in IPFS storage machines. Other 

machines of the system can only see a part of scrambled 

data, EncryptCSC (PP1) -> EP1 and cannot obtain any 

useful insights from the log files. The root of these proof 

files P1…Pi, Pi+1, Pi+2…Pn are stored on the blockchain 

network nodes. This is computationally impractical to 

alter the log information on blockchain. If adversary tries 

to tamper t block, hash value of t+1 block will 

automatically change and so on. Thus, our scheme 

ensures tamper resistance property. Authentic 

stakeholders of the cloud system can get access to 

complete log records and retrieve correct logs using our 

system which provides the access control mechanism by 

preserving integrity and confidentiality. After applying 

one way function H (L) to logs; log contents will be 

irreversible. As shown in Figure 6, adversary cannot 

tamper the logs; and checks for the proof hash available 

with blockchain. Forensic Investigator will get correct 

logs through our system and thus ensures correctness 

property.  

(Verifiability, Admissibility): 

In our proposed scheme, Cloud Service Provider 

constructs the Merkle Hash Tree (MHT) with the hash of 

different leaf and intermediate nodes using IPFS log files 

and finally creates the root node say L_Root and stores it 

into the blockchain network.  If any adversary tries to 

alter the IPFS logs, it generates a new copy of that log 

file, say IPFS_Root. It happens due to the versioning 

nature of IPFS. Still, if someone tampers the logs data 

MHT hash values will get change, and subsequently, the 

root of MHT will get changed. So, the root of the IPFS 

logs file and associated blockchain root will either match 

or not. If L_Root = IPFS_Root then content is not 

changed otherwise got tampered. Using this principle 

system can easily verify that the IPFS logs are authentic 

or not. Thus, the scheme ensures verifiability property as 

shown in Algorithm-4. Each and every secure evidence is 

verifiable while considering good accuracy and 

performance. Potential items of evidence i.e. logging 

proofs P1…Pi, Pi+1, Pi+2…Pn are got secured using our 

blockchain-driven secure logging scheme in such a way 

that they are viable enough to be acceptable for law 

enforcement. Thus, it guarantees the admissibility 

property. With these security properties, the significance 

of security properties can be seen as stated in the threat 

model. The BlockSLaaS scheme empowers the security 

belongings by conserving & confirming integrity, the 

confidentiality of responsible indications and marks in 

the cloud system, hence making the cloud more secure & 

forensic friendly. 
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7. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

For the implementation purpose, we used the open-source 

OpenStack software to form a cloud with I9 Machine, 

32GB Random Access Memory, 2TB Hard Disk, Linux 

18 versioned OS, and Oracle VirtualBox 6.1.18. RSA 

public-key cryptography algorithm and Secure Hash 

Algorithm of 256 bits, a hash function has used for 

encipherment and hash creation correspondingly.  

Figure 7 depicts the integrity and signature proof 

verification of logs through the proposed BlockSLaaS 

scheme. The overall time required for these operations is 

also calculated and shown in the same figure. The time 

taken to complete both the verification processes are also 

shown. X and Y-axis display the number of actions in a 

chiliad and the time required to finish the proof 

verification in seconds respectively. Our results indicate 

that the projected novel method is efficient. So, this 

BlockSLaaS setup on OpenStack open-source cloud 

computing platform and its results reflect the feasibility 

for giving safety to reliable pieces of evidence and marks 

in the cloud. 

Figure 7. Integrity and Signature Proof Verification 

Figure 8. Transaction per second for varying node count 

Figure 9.  Storage requirements for varying average throughput and 

node count  

In this implementation ethereum testnet blockchain was 

used to serve the purpose. Figure 8 shows the 

transactions per second completed for varying node count. 

It is showing that the system is performing fewer 

transactions per second after increasing few nodes and 

then it is stable. Overall transaction per second reflects 

the same analysis but transaction per second increases 

slightly at the end. Figure 9 shows the storage 

requirement for varying average throughput from 10tx/s 

to 100tx/s and node count from 4 to 7. Integration of 

IPFS is with blockchain greatly reducing the storage 

burden of blockchain and thus its efficient and cost-

effective scheme. The above implementation results and 

security analysis proves that our system is efficient & 

secure. 

Sample setter function statistics 

Without IPFS 

Gas used 12355552 

Transaction cost 12355552 gas 

Data size = 37kb 

Mining time = 59 sec 

With IPFS 

Gas used 75896 

Transaction cost 75896 

Data size = 37kb 

Mining time = 11 sec 

We measured the time required to send the log data to 

IPFS and then on Ethereum. We also calculated the 

transaction validation time and the total time required for 

the whole execution process. The analysis has been done 

for 20 times; 4 times each for the following number of 

files.  
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TABLE III.  EXECUTION TIME OF PROOF CREATION AND 

VERIFICATION IN SECONDS FOR VARYING NO. OF LOG FILES 

No. of 

Log 

Files IPFS 

Etherium 

Sent 

Etherium 

Confirmed Total 

5 2.85 1.284 32.125 36.259 

10 1.323 1.191 49.411 51.925 

15 3.774 1.273 25.992 31.039 

20 2.124 1.194 27.004 30.322 

30 1.395 1.282 30.939 33.616 

Above mentioned result is an average execution time in 

seconds. The TABLE III. depicts the etherium 

confirmation time is high in the validation process by 

varying number of log files.   

We did some experiments to check the performance of 

the BlockSLaaS scheme by uploading, reading and 

downloading the file by varying the node count. The 

results are shown in Figure 10, 13 and 14. The log files 

were uploaded using one machine and accessed by 

another two machines. At each step we increased the 

number of nodes in the BlockSLaaS as shown in figure. 

We observed that if the number of increases the 

transaction time slightly increases. This signifies that the 

extra overhead does not degrade the overall performance 

of the system. Thus, our system nature is scalable. The 

logging process generates a tremendous amount of logs 

on daily basis. Inspecting these logs for forensic purposes 

is a hectic process. To overcome this problem we have 

developed a consumer activity log visualization 

mechanism on top of IPFS using BlockLaaS. Figure 12. 

shows a sample visualization of few events that happened 

in our system. These events can be retrieved easily 

through the content hash of a log file. This will be a great 

help for forensic investigators in identifying the suspects 

early stages.  

We did a comparison with the well know techniques 

CFLOG [51] and DFeSB [53] in terms of complete 

response time, proof insertion time and proof verification 

time as shown in TABLE IV. For inserting the evidence 

CFLOG and DFeSB taken 88.5 ms and 63 ms time 

respectively considering 100 users on the system. 

BlockSLaaS get the response from the system in 38.3 ms 

only which is very less time as compare to other two. 

Evidence insertion time for CFLOG and DFeSB was 71 

ms and 43.5 ms respectively. BlockSLaaS requires only 

29.7 ms as it is based on off-chain data storage.  

TABLE IV. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH EXISTING 

TECHNIQUES 

Performance 

Metric (ms) 
CFLOG DFeSB BlockSLaaS 

Response 

Time 
88.5 63 38.3 

Proof 

Insertion Time 
71 43.5 29.7 

Proof 

Verification Time 
70 42.8 26.3 

Verification time in BlockSLaaS is 26.3 which is also 

very less as compare to CFLOG and DFeSB for 10 users. 

The major impacts on results were due to integration of 

IPFS. Thus, our system performs better in all the aspects.  

Our scheme reduced block chain storage burden up to 

large extent. Thus, our proposed system is more efficient 

than existing systems. performance Comparison with 

existing techniques. 

TABLE V.  COMPARISON WITH EXISTING TECHNIQUES BASED ON 

SECURITY AND PERFORMANCE FEATURES 

Ref. Year VL I C A P O D V S 

[19] 2018 × ✓ ✓ × × × × ✓ × 

[46] 2018 × ✓ ✓ × × × ✓ ✓ × 

[48] 2018 × ✓ × × ✓ × ✓ ✓ × 

[53] 2018 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ × ✓ ✓ ✓

[50] 2019 × ✓ × × × ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[44] 2020 × ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ × ✓ ✓ × 

[47] 2020 × ✓ × ✓ × × × ✓ × 

[49] 2020 × ✓ ✓ ✓ × × ✓ ✓ × 

[51] 2020 × ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ × ✓ ✓ × 

Our 2021 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

VL- Visualization I - Integrity, C - Confidentiality,  
A - Availability, P - Privacy, O - Off-Chain Storage, 
D - Decentralized, V - Verifiability, S - Scalability 

In this section, we have shown TABLE V. comparative 

analysis of most recent and relevant approaches used for 

secure logging. Most of the above-mentioned schemes 

are not scalable as they are centralized. Very few authors 

used off-chain data storage with blockchain. The 

proposed model addressed the limitations of existing 

work. We are the first to develop and point out the 

usefulness of log activity visualization for calm forensic 

analysis. Our scheme facilitates the secure, efficient, 

provable model for cloud forensics. The above analysis 

shows that our scheme is performing better as compared 

to existing techniques and methods. 

Figure 10.  Time required uploading the file 
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Figure 11. A Cloud Stakeholders Collusion, Possible Attacks and Required Security Properties 

Figure 12. Forensic Data Visualization on top of IPFS in BlockSLaaS 

+- 

Figure 13. Time required reading the file Figure 14. Time required downloading the file 
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8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we introduced BlockSLaaS, a blockchain-

driven efficient and tamper-proof distributed log storage 

model while preserving the confidentiality of cloud 

consumers’ logs. Unlike other centralized techniques, the 

proposed method integrated the IPFS with a fully 

decentralized blockchain that takes control from a single 

authority and provides a fair service. The IPFS along 

with smart contracts preserves an immutable record of 

cloud consumers’ activities on the blockchain. With this 

scheme only authorized stakeholders can check the 

historical records stored in the blockchain. The proposed 

scheme is resilient as no malicious stakeholder of the 

cloud system can alter cloud consumers’ logs despite the 

collusion of multiple parties.   

Our analysis of the number of transactions per second, 

storage requirements, uploading, reading, and 

downloading of log files for varying node count and file 

size validates the viability of the proposed scheme. This 

work compared the proposed method with nine existing 

systems based on 9 security and performance features. 

The BlockSLaaS response, proof insertion, and proof 

verification times are 38.3, 29.7, and 26.3 milliseconds 

respectively which beat existing CFLOG and DFeSB 

methods. Our method adds security which enables a 

transparent system to obey the audit requirements. The 

visualization mechanism on top of IPFS gives better 

readability to the log evidence while doing forensic 

investigations. A comprehensive performance evaluation 

shows that our scheme is scalable, efficient, and assures 

high performance than existing schemes. 

As future work, the evidence visualization techniques can 

be strengthened by implementing a better user interface 

and mapping logical shreds of evidence. Machine 

learning algorithms can be explored for the same. 

Attribute and role-based encryption techniques can be 

applied for better access control management over 

forensic data. The current scheme is completely based on 

IPFS so the drawbacks of IPFS need to be taken care of 

and other off-chain data storage models can be explored. 
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